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Foreword

The unipolar moment, to the extent it ever existed, has now truly passed. The United States is part of a globalized world, in which the flows of goods, finance, people, and much more connect us to other countries as never before. But for all the myriad benefits globalization brings, it also means that the challenges of the coming decades—be they generated by resource competition, climate change, cybercrime, terrorism, or classic competition and rivalry—cannot be solved or even mitigated by one country alone. Countries will need to cooperate on policies that extend across borders to address issues that affect them all.

In this Council Special Report, CFR scholars Paul B. Stares and Micah Zenko argue that the United States should increasingly look to international institutions—the United Nations and regional organizations like the European Union, the African Union, and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations—as partners in conflict prevention and peacemaking worldwide. These organizations can serve as a platform for developing and enforcing international norms; provide a source of legitimacy for diplomatic and military efforts; and aggregate the operational resources of their members, all of which can increase the ease and effectiveness of American peacemaking efforts.

The CSR explores the ways these institutions are already contributing to the creation and maintenance of peace, from the UN’s conflict monitoring systems to the dispute resolution mechanisms at the Organization of American States and the nascent African Standby Force of the African Union, before turning to a series of recommendations on ways the United States can improve its interaction with these institutions and maximize their potential.

To reduce the risk of conflict, the authors write, the United States should work to expand and institutionalize international norms against both intra- and interstate violence. They also suggest that the United States further efforts toward economic growth and good governance
in the developing world, both of which reduce the potential for conflict, and work to institutionalize a limited form of the responsibility to protect. To head off brewing conflicts, the authors recommend closer cooperation among the United States and international institutions on conflict monitoring and intelligence sharing, coordination on aid disbursements, and increasing American representation on and funding to bodies working in these areas. And where conflict has already broken out, they note, the United States could still enable a rapid response by enhancing international capacity to quickly deploy civilian and military assets to new conflict zones.

*Partners in Preventive Action* raises important issues for U.S. policymakers contemplating a world of increasing complexity at a time of decreasing means. It provides a comprehensive look at the conflict prevention capacity of international institutions and poses thoughtful recommendations on how they can be improved. While there will continue to be a place for independent action, ad hoc coalitions, and formal alliances, this CSR successfully argues for the present and future importance of international institutions.

Richard N. Haass

*President*

Council on Foreign Relations

September 2011
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Introduction

With the U.S. military overstretched after a decade of continuous combat operations and Washington facing acute fiscal pressures, the strategic logic of preventive action to reduce the number of foreign crises and conflicts that could embroil the United States in burdensome new commitments has never been more compelling.¹

Yet reducing violent conflict around the world is not a task that the United States can or should take on alone; the magnitude and complexity of emerging challenges to international peace and stability are too great and their potential impact too far-reaching. Although large-scale deadly conflicts have markedly diminished—interstate war is rare and civil wars have declined since the mid-1990s—this trend may not last. The twenty-first century poses many dangers: growing friction between rising and established powers, the diffusion of deadly technologies (including to nonstate actors), mounting economic and social pressures aggravated by demographic trends, resource scarcities, and climate change could all markedly increase the incidence of violent conflict. If these threats materialize, no country is likely to be spared the consequences; the world is simply too interconnected. Preventing deadly conflict has to be a shared imperative and responsibility.

International preventive action offers a solution to this problem. It can be pursued through informal ad hoc arrangements or formal multilateral organizations such as the United Nations, various regional bodies, and international financial institutions (IFIs). Though many Americans remain uninformed or skeptical about the value of international organizations, particularly in helping to prevent deadly conflict, the organizations provide important benefits over purely unilateral or informal efforts. Every U.S. administration since the founding of the United Nations—even the supposedly unilateralist George W. Bush administration—has recognized these benefits and utilized international organizations to promote peace and security.
Three critical attributes of international organizations stand out:

- They offer an institutional platform for formalizing, extending, and at times enforcing international rules, norms, and regimes that regulate state behavior and make the international environment more orderly and predictable. For the most part, the United States has been able to shape and promote international rules and norms that embody American values and goals.

- International organizations’ endorsements provide an important source of legitimacy to diplomatic efforts initiated or supported by the United States. This backing is especially useful when such efforts involve breaching the otherwise sacrosanct principle of noninterference in the internal affairs of another state. Securing a multilateral organization’s imprimatur helps unlock assistance from the organization’s member states and can be critical for sustaining domestic support.

- International organizations have significant operational benefits, such as information on and operational access to parts of the world, that may be hard for the United States to obtain independently. To the extent that the success of conflict prevention initiatives rests on either extending or withholding certain goods and services to influence the behavior of recalcitrant states, the active involvement of international organizations is often indispensable. Even when it is not, using an international organization’s resources is often more cost-effective for the United States than unilateral action.

While informal arrangements like the Group of Eight (G8) or Group of Twenty (G20), not to mention ad hoc “coalitions of the willing,” can complement the work of established formal institutions, they lack the legitimacy derived from their standing in international law and their broad, sometimes universal, membership. More importantly, with little or no staff and infrequent meetings, informal institutions’ ability to prevent conflict is limited. They do not have the experienced diplomatic and military capacity of international institutions and frequently require the United Nations (UN) or regional bodies to mandate and actually carry out preventive action.

By actively improving the ability of the leading international institutions to carry out conflict prevention, the United States will have more
effective partners in instances where it has a major stake and will find less need for involvement where it does not. That said, U.S. efforts to enhance international capacity for preventive action must be based on a clear-eyed assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of the leading multilateral actors. Before turning to a brief global overview of the leading international institutions, it is important to first understand how they help prevent violent conflict.
Formal international institutions contribute to the prevention of deadly conflict in ways that are not always easy to demonstrate in a precise fashion. This is because violent conflict can manifest itself in many forms for many different reasons. Efforts to prevent and control conflict, therefore, typically entail multifaceted policy interventions with results that may not be immediately apparent or easy to evaluate individually for their relative effectiveness. Proving that policy $y$ or initiative $x$ averted a conflict—that is, prevented an event from happening—ultimately rests on an irresolvable counterfactual argument. However, from observed changes in the type and incidence of armed conflict over time, as well as more immediate indicators that a particular policy initiative or intervention has helped halt a deteriorating or escalating situation, it is possible to infer the impact of deliberate prevention efforts. To understand better the role of international institutions in preventing violent conflict, it is useful to divide their involvement into three broad categories: conflict risk reduction, crisis prevention, and conflict mitigation measures.\(^2\)

**CONFLICT RISK REDUCTION**

There are measures taken to minimize potential sources of instability and conflict before they arise. They encompass, on the one hand, efforts to reduce the impact of specific threats, such as controlling the development of destabilizing weapon systems or arms transfers that may cause regional power imbalances; restricting the potential influence of dangerous nonstate actors; and diminishing the possible negative impact of anticipated demographic, economic, and environmental change. On the other hand, they cover measures that promote conditions conducive to peace and stability. Within states, these include encouraging equitable...
economic development, good governance, the rule of law, and respect for human rights, and between them, stability can be enhanced through rules on the use of force, military and economic cooperation, security guarantees, confidence-building measures, functional integration, and effective arbitration mechanisms, among other things.

International organizations help foster and implement most, if not all, of these risk-reduction efforts. At the most fundamental level, they set and reinforce basic rules and norms of responsible state behavior that make the world less anarchical. The UN Charter is paramount in this regard. Increasingly, those norms and rules apply to how states behave internally toward their citizens. Most notably, the mandate to protect civilians—often referred to as the “responsibility to protect” (R2P) norm—has gained increasing traction. From the late 1990s onward, a growing number of UN-sanctioned actions has been explicitly mandated to protect civilians threatened by mass violence, most recently with regard to Libya. All UN member states’ adoption of the R2P provisions at the 2005 World Summit bolstered the standing of this emerging norm, which explicitly obliges states to protect their populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing, and crimes against humanity and, moreover, calls on the international community—meaning the UN and regional organizations—to take collective action if states fail to do so. Over the same period, the International Criminal Court (ICC), established in 1998 to indict and convict individuals of war crimes and crimes against humanity, has provided a venue for legal enforcement of R2P. Declarative endorsements of R2P by various regional organizations and, in the notable case of the African Union (AU), incorporation of it into its founding charter, have contributed further to its status as an accepted global norm.

Besides these normative advances, international institutions help foster political cooperation and economic development that over time bring greater trust and transparency to interstate relations. In particular, their mechanisms for settling disputes peacefully and the incentives they provide for collective over individual action have deepened the level of functional if not political integration to make interstate war increasingly irrational and obsolete. The European Union (EU) is clearly the best example of how an international institution has evolved to make war virtually unthinkable in Europe. A desire for peace and stability undoubtedly provided the prior conditions for the EU’s creation, but the increasingly dense set of interdependent relationships it
engendered has reinforced the underlying imperative. The Organization of American States (OAS) has also succeeded at creating effective legal mechanisms and promoting norms of noninterference that have made interstate wars rare among member states and prevented the escalation of boundary disputes.

Buttressing these efforts is the role that international institutions play in helping constrain the world’s most destabilizing weapon systems through numerous international agreements—notably the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty, the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, the Chemical Weapons Convention, and the Biological Weapons Convention—which by extension lessen the risk of war. These agreements also require international organizations to manage and monitor compliance.

As violent conflict has become largely confined within state borders, international organizations have increasingly turned their attention to reducing the risk factors associated with weak, failing, and ultimately violently unstable states. These include ineffectual or corrupt political and financial institutions, feeble economic performance, poor mortality and health indicators, resource scarcities, and inadequate judicial and police structures. The UN and many regional organizations, as well as international financial institutions such as the World Bank, International Monetary Fund (IMF), and regional development banks, now all actively promote democratic governance, the rule of law, and sustainable economic development to lessen the risk of civil conflict without necessarily labeling them conflict prevention efforts.6 Because the IFIs are not overtly political organizations, states typically view them as less intrusive and are thus more accepting of IFI monitoring, analytical functions, and missions.

Finally, international institutions contribute in numerous ways toward tackling illicit economic activities, including the drug trade, human trafficking, counterfeiting, and the extraction of conflict minerals that can also facilitate armed conflict. These efforts have had a demonstrable effect in specific conflict-afflicted areas, if not yet globally.

**CRISIS PREVENTION**

Crisis prevention initiatives are taken in anticipation that relations between two states or the situation within a country could deteriorate
dangerously and devolve into violent conflict. A host of diplomatic, military, economic, and legal measures can be employed preemptively to remove or minimize potential triggers of a crisis or alter the decision calculus of the parties to the potential conflict. These can include cooperative initiatives (such as diplomatic persuasion and mediation, economic assistance and incentives, legal arbitration, and military support) as well as coercive instruments (diplomatic condemnation and isolation, various economic sanctions, legal action, preventive military deployments, and threats of punitive action).

Such early interventions to prevent crises have traditionally not been the strong suit of international organizations. Generating the necessary consensus for collective preventive action is hard when member states typically have different interests at stake and differing assessments of the likelihood of violent conflict. However, as the UN and some regional organizations have had to bear the enormous burdens associated with postconflict stabilization and reconstruction, they have quietly increased their efforts in early prevention through discreet diplomatic means—that is, quiet diplomacy—and other activities not typically viewed as conflict prevention. These preventive efforts have been effective in several areas.

– *Electoral processes/political transitions:* Elections and other political transitions are particularly prone to producing violence, as demonstrated in places as diverse as Algeria, Burundi, Kenya, Nepal, Haiti, Sri Lanka, and, most recently, the Ivory Coast. The UN and regional organizations like the EU, the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), and the OAS provide pre-electoral technical assistance and monitoring to help facilitate violence-free elections and to deter improprieties. Preventive efforts were reportedly successful in recent years in the Solomon Islands (2010); Lesotho and Madagascar (2009); Ghana, Kenya, and the Maldives (2008); and Mauritania and Sierra Leone (2007). Postelection international endorsement of the process can enhance the winner’s legitimacy or lay the basis for economic or diplomatic penalties for fraudulent elections. Quiet mediation by international organizations’ representatives, often in conjunction with an informal coalition of countries, can also help dissuade civilian or military leaders from taking extra-constitutional political actions. In 2010, the UN’s Office for West Africa successfully encouraged military leaders in Guinea, Togo,
and Niger to fulfill their commitments to transfer power to civilian authorities. The UN also lends its substantial experience in crafting new constitutions during tense political transitions, as in Kyrgyzstan following the ouster of its president in 2010.

– **Ethnic/religious frictions:** International actors often work quietly to defuse tensions between different ethnic or religious communities or redress the grievances of specific minority groups before they erupt into violence. A notable example has been the work of the OSCE’s high commissioner for minorities in addressing the discrimination toward ethnic groups in eastern and central Europe—a historical source of violent unrest and secessionist pressures. Similar preventive efforts by the EU and the UN Assistance Mission for Iraq have focused on Kosovo and the city of Kirkuk in Iraq’s Kurdish region.

– **Boundary/territorial disputes:** International organizations have long played a role in arbitrating land and maritime borders disputes. In 2010, the UN’s International Court of Justice worked with the UN’s Office for West Africa to adjudicate a tense border dispute—exacerbated by the discovery of oil deposits—involving Cameroon and Nigeria. The UN’s Regional Center for Preventive Diplomacy for Central Asia has achieved success in resolving water rights issues in the region. Likewise, the OAS successfully mediated a border dispute between Belize and Guatemala, while the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) has served as a broker and observer for the long-standing border conflict between Cambodia and Thailand. With increasing pressure on resources and newly accessible areas opening to exploitation, preventive boundary/territorial dispute resolution will assume greater importance.

– **Resource/food scarcities:** International organizations are becoming better at anticipating how certain shocks such as price spikes, food shortages, or natural disasters can trigger political unrest and violence. Both the World Bank and the IMF have recently taken important steps to stem these developments through such initiatives as contingent emergency loans and flexible credit lines. The UN’s World Food Program created and operates the Inter-Agency Standing Committee on Humanitarian Early Warning Service, which provides easily accessible humanitarian early warnings and forecasts for the natural hazards that often precede food shortages.
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– *Special investigations:* The UN and some regional organizations are increasingly conducting special investigations of potentially destabilizing events in countries where the capacity or impartiality of the government is questioned. Recent examples include the UN investigation into the 2005 assassination of Lebanese prime minister Rafik Hariri, a joint UN–Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) fact-finding inquiry into the deaths of Ghanaian migrants in Gambia in 2007, an investigation of human rights violations at the end of the Sri Lankan civil war in 2009, and an independent panel of inquiry into the Israeli raid on the flotilla of ships carrying aid to Gaza in 2010.

**CONFLICT MITIGATION**

Should earlier preventive efforts fail to have the desired effect or violence erupt with little or no warning, many of the same basic measures and techniques can be employed to manage and mitigate the crisis. These include efforts targeted at the parties to a conflict to facilitate cooperative dispute resolution and change their incentive structures to promote peaceful outcomes. Thus steps can be taken to identify and empower “moderates,” isolate or deter potential “spoilers,” and sway the uncommitted. More interventionist measures to protect endangered groups or secure sensitive areas through such tactics as observer missions, arms embargoes (or arms supplies), and preventive military or police deployments are also conceivable. Of potential equal importance in some circumstances, moreover, are the preventive initiatives to help contain a relatively localized crisis or flash point to help ensure the conflict does not either spread or draw in others. Indeed, containment may realistically be the only crisis mitigation option.

The UN and regional organizations have on many occasions carried out conflict mitigation efforts. Being generally perceived as impartial or neutral actors certainly helps in allowing them to broker negotiated compromises, offer their “good offices,” and serve as third-party mediators and arbitrators. And, given the collective influence of their membership, international organizations have advantages in threatening and imposing coercive measures such as economic sanctions, travel restrictions, and arms embargoes. They also have the added benefit of
being able to legitimize such actions, something individual states and even informal coalitions have difficulty doing. This is not to suggest, however, that international conflict mitigation efforts are uncontentious and straightforward. At the UN Security Council, the veto-wielding five permanent (P5) members effectively determine which conflicts the organization focuses on; not surprisingly, these typically involve small and medium-sized powers. The same is true of intrastate conflicts; cases internal to or involving one of the P5 are generally off limits. A similar dynamic plays out within the principal regional peace and security organizations, though as the capacities of these organizations grow they are becoming more apt to fill the vacuum created by P5 disagreements.9
Global Overview of the Principal International Institutions

**UNITED NATIONS**

As the only international organization with a global mandate to prevent and resolve armed conflict, the UN has the most established set of arrangements, deployable assets, and qualified personnel for this purpose. Since the early 1990s, these capacities have expanded, albeit in a halting fashion, despite member states’ reservations about enabling an intrusive UN apparatus. The resulting assortment of informal “workaround” arrangements is neither ideal nor efficient, but as one 2010 official report concluded, the UN system “does not lack relevant information,” and “substantial progress has been made over the past decade in enhancing United Nations early warning capacities.”

Ongoing efforts to make use of this early-warning information are driven by the UN’s Department of Political Affairs (DPA), which produces analytical reports and briefing notes warning of incipient crises for its director—the undersecretary-general for political affairs—and transmits information to the UN’s Executive Committee on Peace and Security. The undersecretary-general also participates in the secretary-general’s policy committee, “a cabinet-style decision-making mechanism” that provides strategic guidance to the secretariat. In addition, the undersecretary-general can report warnings of potential conflict directly to the secretary-general, who can raise matters informally with Security Council members at monthly working lunches, or formally through the council’s scheduled work program.

DPA works closely with the UN Development Program, and in particular its Bureau of Crisis Prevention and Recovery, to manage the UN’s informal interagency coordination mechanism—the UN Framework for Coordination on Preventive Action (i.e., the Framework Team). Both departments, moreover, are increasingly engaged in early, on-the-ground prevention efforts through their missions overseas. DPA,
in particular, has recently become more operational, with thirteen field missions around the world engaged in a variety of activities involving electoral assistance, facilitated dialogues through their “good offices,” and quiet mediation efforts. In the event of a serious and unexpected crisis, both departments have a modest capacity to bolster existing missions or send officials on new assignments. In 2006, DPA created its small Mediation Support Unit of experts and augmented this with its Mediation Standby Team that has been deployed at short notice to backstop specific negotiations. Funding these efforts remains a perennial problem, however, and DPA remains under-resourced, given its expanding mandate. More specifically, the UN’s capacity to support unanticipated missions remains a serious problem and relies principally on ad hoc donations from individual countries.

Besides these essentially political capacities, the UN can also authorize the deployment of military forces for preventive (as distinct from peacekeeping) missions. It has done so only once, however, with the UN Preventive Deployment Force to the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia from 1992 to 1999 to deter spillover from the conflicts in Bosnia and Kosovo. Though a useful precedent, a rare conjunction of circumstances—P5 unanimity, the acquiescence of a small host country, and the availability of UN forces nearby—made this possible. Whatever limited capacity the UN had to deploy forces quickly ended, moreover, with the termination of its Standby High-Readiness Brigade in 2009.

**EUROPE**

Among regional organizations, the capacity for preventive action varies widely. Europe, which has the EU, the OSCE, and NATO, possesses the most extensive—indeed redundant—set of multilateral capacities. Of the three, the OSCE has the most inclusive membership, with fifty-six states spanning a region “from Vancouver to Vladivostok.” In addition to monitoring conventional force levels and activities among member states, the OSCE helps democratic institution building, promotes and safeguards minority rights, monitors elections, helps secure sensitive borders, and assists with security-sector reforms.

As an instrument for crisis prevention and crisis management, however, the OSCE has significant structural deficiencies that have
hindered it from playing a significant role despite its declared intentions and array of diplomatic mechanisms. In particular, the need for unanimity among member states has stymied rapid collective action on sensitive matters, as during the August 2008 crisis in Georgia, where Russia effectively blocked the OSCE from playing an active role, and in the delayed response to deadly ethnic riots in southern Kyrgyzstan in July 2010. Recommendations amending the organization’s decision-making rules to allow for greater initiative by senior officials in crisis circumstances were rejected at the most recent OSCE summit.

Unlike the OSCE, the EU’s conflict prevention role extends beyond its member states and has become one of the central goals of its externally directed Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP). Since adopting the Program on the Prevention of Violent Conflict by the European Council in Göteborg in 2001, the EU has established a variety of special initiatives and institutional mechanisms for this purpose. These range from foreign assistance programs intended to reduce the underlying risk of conflict through economic development and institution building in specific countries, particularly in Africa, to the Instrument for Stability, a short-term emergency assistance program for states in crisis. The EU also maintains its own watchlist of countries at risk of violent conflict. Following the adoption of the European Security and Defense Policy (ESDP) in 2003, its capacity to deploy political and military missions for crisis management purposes has steadily grown. To date there have been twenty-four crisis management operations, with thirteen ongoing as of June 2011. These include police missions in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, the Palestinian territories, and Afghanistan; rule of law missions in Kosovo and Iraq; and a monitoring mission in Georgia. All are led by EU special representatives who can be “double-hatted” to oversee both military and diplomatic missions.

Reforms introduced by the 2009 Lisbon Treaty are designed, in theory, to improve the EU’s crisis responsiveness and institutional flexibility. The fragmented responses to the democratic uprisings in North Africa and the Middle East demonstrated, however, that member states will act faster and sometimes at odds with the consensus positions agreed to by the EU in Brussels. A new position, the high representative for foreign and security policy (who also serves as vice president of the commission), has been created, and parts of the commission and council secretariat have been amalgamated to form the European External Action Service. The Lisbon Treaty provides the
high representative with considerable latitude to initiate foreign policy proposals, set the agenda of important EU bodies, including the Foreign Affairs Council (which he or she will chair), and convolve “extraordinary meetings [of the EU’s council] on emergency matters.” The Lisbon Treaty establishes new procedures to provide “rapid access” to the EU budget and create a start-up fund of member state contributions outside the EU budget. Both procedures can finance “urgent initiatives” under the CFSP and, in particular, preparatory activities for ESDP missions. Decisions can be made by qualified majority voting, with the high representative authorized to disperse the funds.

In parallel with the development of a civilian expeditionary capability, the EU has also developed rapidly deployable military forces. Two “battle groups” are theoretically capable of deployment on five to ten days’ notice for conflict prevention missions (preventive deployments, embargoes, counterproliferation, and joint disarmament operations). To date, three wholly military ESDP missions have been deployed: Operation Artemis to the Democratic Republic of the Congo in 2003, Operation Concordia to Bosnia-Herzegovina in 2003, and EUFOR Chad/Central African Republic, which lasted from October 2007 until it was supplanted by a UN mission in March 2009.

LATIN AMERICA

The Organization of American States has made important strides toward playing a more active preventive role, even though its charter does not formally mandate it to do so. Its principal contributions to regional peace and stability relate to the promotion of democratic principles (through the Inter-American Democratic Charter and the Resolution 1080 mechanism that allows for violators to be condemned and isolated) and human rights (primarily through the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights that regularly issues reports of abuses). Both activities exert a powerful normative influence throughout a region long blighted with coups and other extra-constitutional crises. Moreover, after being moribund for most of the Cold War, the OAS’s various international dispute settlement mechanisms (principally the secretary-general’s “good offices” and use of “special missions”) have also successfully mediated territorial disputes involving Guatemala and Belize, Honduras and Nicaragua, and Guyana and Suriname.
OAS members, however, remain protective of the principle of non-intervention in internal disputes without host nation consent. Not surprisingly, therefore, OAS officials have been ambivalent to support norms like R2P and, at times, even the concept of conflict prevention, preferring instead the more consensual-sounding term peacebuilding. Its role in managing various ongoing internal conflicts in Latin America has consequently been relatively modest. Currently, the OAS has some analytical capabilities to warn of both internal instability and interstate disputes, but unless a member state appeals to the OAS Permanent Council and there is consensus to act, such warnings go unheeded.29 Even when the will to act exists, the OAS’s resources for mediation missions are limited.30 Should peaceful preventive measures fail, the OAS has no deployable military or police forces within the region, though member states contribute to UN peacekeeping and special political missions. How the OAS evolves to fill some of these gaps will also depend on the development of a rival regional organization—the Union of South American Nations—that excludes the United States. Some members see this organization as becoming the premier political mechanism to resolve disputes, as demonstrated during the 2010 Colombian-Venezuelan crisis.

**ASIA**

The principal regional organization in Asia, the ASEAN, adheres to the same core principles as the OAS with regard to nonintervention and consensus-based decision-making. These principles are enshrined in the organization’s Treaty of Amity and Cooperation and the 2008 ASEAN Charter, which commits signatories to settle their disputes peacefully, including refraining from threats to use force.31 Unlike the OAS, however, ASEAN has done little to promote or uphold other normative principles conducive to stable peace, notably democratic governance and human rights. It has no electoral assistance or monitoring capabilities and few dispute resolution mechanisms or dedicated resources to facilitate mediation. The ASEAN Charter allows disputants to request the chair or secretary-general to act “in an ex officio capacity, to provide good offices, conciliation or mediation.”32 The current secretary-general has also tried to set a precedent by offering his services as a mediator, but so far he has been rebuffed. In particular, the
secretary-general has made repeated, unsuccessful efforts in the past three years to resolve the Thai-Cambodian border dispute that erupted in June 2008. Plans to develop a rudimentary conflict early-warning system as part of an expanded operational role for the secretary-general and the ASEAN Secretariat may never happen.33

Elsewhere in Asia, the situation is even less developed. The South Asia Association for Regional Cooperation has no pretensions of playing a conflict prevention role other than by providing a regular venue for state leaders in the subcontinent to discuss their differences. The same is true for the Shanghai Cooperation Organization of central Asian states, though it is more security oriented in promoting cooperation on counterterrorism, border security, and even collective military action. As for Northeast Asia, no dedicated subregional organization exists, nor does one look likely anytime soon.34

THE MIDDLE EAST

Preventive efforts in the Middle East remain impoverished. Other than its rhetorical commitment to the peaceful resolution of disputes, some capacity for mediation, and a venue for dialogue among leaders in the Middle East, the Arab League plays virtually no significant role. Indeed, the league’s well-known March 2011 resolution on Libya requested “that the UN Security Council fulfill its responsibilities,” but made no requirements of its own member states to attempt to resolve the conflict in Libya.35 The Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) has historically been used only for functional collaboration that indirectly benefited regional stability.36 However, in May 2011, the GCC made repeated, though ultimately unsuccessful, efforts to mediate an agreement between Yemeni president Ali Abdullah Saleh and opposition leaders, which would have granted Saleh immunity from prosecution had he left office within thirty days.

AFRICA

In Africa—the most conflict-prone region in the world—institutional development has improved markedly in recent years, although it falls short in important areas. In addition to the continent-wide AU,
multiple subregional organizations—notably ECOWAS, the South Africa Development Community, the Inter-Governmental Authority on Development, and the Economic Community of Central African States—have all committed themselves to the goal of conflict prevention and initiated related programs. The African Union has increasingly emphasized norms that actively promote peace and stability in Africa. Whereas the AU’s predecessor, the Organization of African Unity, was founded on principles of mutual noninterference amid African states newly independent of colonialism, the AU began a transition of nonindifference toward humanitarian disasters and violent conflict within the territory of member states. Recognizing the ongoing scourge of armed violence, the AU assumed a leadership role in addressing conflicts in its own neighborhood. The Constitutive Act of the African Union expresses respect for borders and sovereignty and upholds “noninterference by any Member State in the internal affairs of another.” It also affirms “the right of the Union to intervene in a Member State pursuant to a decision of the Assembly in respect of grave circumstances, namely war crimes, genocide and crimes against humanity” as well as “the right of Member States to request intervention from the Union in order to restore peace and security.”

The AU has also strongly endorsed the norm against unconstitutional political change in Africa, even permitting its Peace and Security Council the right to call on members to impose sanctions. To date, the AU has called for sanctions three times. First, in May 2009, the AU sanctioned Eritrea for its assistance to Islamic militants fighting to overthrow the Transitional Federal Government in Somalia, which caused Eritrea to withdraw from the AU. Second, in October 2009, the AU sanctioned the military junta that took power in a coup in Guinea. Finally, the AU barred the Ivory Coast from participating in the organization from December 2010 until April 2011, during an internal power struggle when then president Laurent Gbagbo refused to step down after losing an election. Acting independently, or in conjunction with the AU, several African subregional organizations can also impose sanctions, with ECOWAS consistently being the most aggressive at doing so.

To buttress the AU’s overall conflict prevention goals, various institutional capacities are being developed. The Continental Early Warning System was created in 2002 to report potential threats to the chairperson of the Commission of the AU, and in turn the organization’s Peace and Security Council so that it can recommend timely action.
leading subregional organizations have also begun developing conflict early-warning systems of varying degrees of effectiveness. The AU has two primary dispute resolution mechanisms for conflict risk reduction and crisis mitigation. The first is the Panel of the Wise, consisting of five respected African personalities—one from each subregional organization—with a broad mandate to advise and support the Peace and Security Council and chairperson of the commission. The panel has undertaken five fact-finding and mediations missions, including playing an active role in the successful mission in Kenya in 2008. The second are ad hoc high-level groups that have a poor track record with failed missions in Darfur in 2009 and Libya in 2011.

Finally, in 2003 the AU endorsed the concept of the African Standby Force to conduct a range of military missions, including “observation and monitoring … peace support … intervention in a Member State in respect of grave circumstances [and] preventive deployment,” when mandated by the Peace and Security Council within the framework of the UN Charter. The Standby Force aspires to include five multidisciplinary brigades—one provided by each African subregional organization—and be able to deploy anywhere on the continent within thirty days for peacekeeping missions, ninety days for complex peacekeeping operations, and fourteen days for interventions “in genocide situations where the international community does not act promptly.”

Although these considerable strides toward operationalizing preventive action in Africa should be lauded, their practical effect has been minimal. Even with the principle of non-indifference to political instability and violent conflict within member states enshrined in the AU’s constitutive act, member states have not embraced R2P, a stance that will likely harden in light of the Libya intervention. Moreover, the AU’s ability to implement its peace and security norms is hampered by the dynamics of the organization that operate by consensus. Some African leaders pay lip service to AU principles while actively blocking the more interventionist inclinations of others. Meanwhile, the new capacity-building initiatives are struggling to gain traction. The underresourced Panel of the Wise is often ignored by the commission or the Peace and Security Council. In light of its low profile and competing bodies—such as the AU high-level groups and the Nelson Mandela–convened Elders—there is deep concern within the AU that the panel will become irrelevant.
Similarly, the AU’s Military Staff Committee, which was established to manage and implement the goals set for the Standby Force, has made some initial steps in developing a common doctrine and guidelines for training and evaluation, but it has limited institutional capacity to do strategic planning, deploy soldiers, and conduct peacekeeping operations. Most important, the Standby Force requires outside funding as well as airlift and ground transport equipment for any crisis management situation. Furthermore, the development of the five African subregional brigades is progressing at an uneven pace, with the ECOWAS Standby Force showing the most promise. Thus, the Standby Force failed to meet its goal of being operational by June 2010, and it now aims to have “rapid deployable capability” by 2012 and “full operational capability” by 2015. Because the Standby Force cannot yet deploy as a unit, AU member states provide the vast majority of the twenty-three thousand peacekeepers and police officers supporting the joint AU/UN hybrid operation in Darfur and command the ten thousand African soldiers and police deployed in support of the AU Mission in Somalia.
Formal international institutions provide important benefits to the United States as it seeks to avoid the most serious risks associated with regional instability and conflict. The Obama administration has repeatedly underscored the imperatives of international cooperation and taken important steps to become a more active player in multilateral organizations, especially in the United Nations. However, if the United States is to harness the benefits of international cooperation for addressing its conflict prevention priorities, it must do so more strategically and systematically. In short, the United States must undertake a deliberate effort to enhance the global architecture for preventive action. Architecture in this sense refers to the institutions, regimes, operating procedures, and capacities of the numerous international organizations described above. The United States should pursue this goal in the three broad areas of preventive action—conflict risk reduction, crisis prevention, and conflict mitigation—recognizing that they can overlap and, more important, act in mutually reinforcing ways.

**GLOBAL RISK REDUCTION INITIATIVES**

The United States must continue to buttress the essential principles of world order enshrined in the UN Charter while supporting other emerging norms that regulate the use of force. The proscription of interstate aggression for territorial aggrandizement is universally accepted, but the parameters of permissible acts of anticipatory self-defense remain indistinct and may become more contested as states feel pressured to respond preemptively to emerging security threats that pose unacceptably high risks to the livelihoods of their citizens. Such pressures are already evident from several (overt and covert) counterproliferation and counterterrorism operations that have been carried out in recent years.
It is not hard to imagine how the imperatives to act against such threats will grow in the future with the global diffusion of deadly technologies, particularly to nonstate actors. Similar pressures to use force or intervene militarily could also conceivably grow in the face of other threats that stem from mass migration, the outbreak of deadly pandemics, and irresponsible environmental behavior. Defining precisely when anticipatory self-defense is permissible is beyond clear legal formulation; attempts to do so may have the unintended consequence of weakening existing charter-based rules. But just as the legality and legitimacy of humanitarian intervention has grown through the progressive endorsement of state behavior for this purpose, basic principles governing anticipatory self-defense—particularly as they relate to necessity and proportionality—may become acceptable in the future. Waiting for events to drive this process is risky, however, and thus the United States should quietly encourage debate in multilateral forums about how to reconcile the growing imperatives to act preemptively while maintaining the core foundations of international order.

Efforts to constrain the abuse of force by states within their territories has clearly advanced through miscellaneous international legal instruments that hold their leaders accountable and, more generally, through progressive UN actions in support of the R2P principle, including most overtly in Libya. Many states—including powerful ones—are clearly uncomfortable with the invocation of R2P principles in light of its justification for coercive humanitarian intervention in Libya. The United States should endorse a narrower concept of R2P than was applied in Libya and put greater emphasis on earlier nonmilitary preventive action to avoid later, more costly military interventions that inevitably roil international relations among the great powers. In support of this, the United States should provide voluntary contributions to enhance the analytical and response capacity of the joint special adviser for the prevention of genocide/R2P office, which has provided early and accurate warnings of sources of violent conflict. At the same time, the United States should consider joining the ICC and expand its diplomatic and informational support to it. In the near term, the Obama administration should push to overturn the 2001 law that prohibits providing material assistance to the ICC.

Just as important as reducing the overall risk of conflict is promoting the normative basis of democracy, good governance, and economic freedom. The empirical evidence linking progress in these areas to
peaceful relations between and within states is irrefutable. Robust multilateral institutions strengthen such norms through declarations and resolutions that provide legitimacy and encouragement to domestic civil society groups, as well as through the naming and shaming of transgressors that can become the basis for punitive action. Though the work of some international bodies, like the UN Human Rights Council, has at times been a sham, persistent engagement by the United States in relevant forums is preferable to walking away because it has allowed the United States to influence proceedings and improve matters from the inside. The UN’s universal membership and corresponding broad legitimacy make it a particularly important instrument in the maintenance and evolution of desirable global norms. Yet the composition of the UN’s governing core—the Security Council—no longer equitably reflects the distribution of power in the world today and will be increasingly viewed as illegitimate. The United States must work to reform the Security Council—both its membership and its operation rules—to ensure that it remains relevant and representative. Other global institutions that play a similar if more indirect role, such as the major IFIs, face a similar challenge. They too must be reformed or risk irrelevance.

Beyond efforts to strengthen normative principles, the United States should also endeavor to reinforce multilateral arrangements governing use of the so-called global commons—areas beyond sovereign jurisdiction such as the oceans, outer space, cyberspace, and the polar regions—where the risk of international competition is likely to grow in the coming decades as a result of climate change, technological advances that make these areas more accessible, and growing commercial pressures to exploit them.

**GLOBAL CRISIS PREVENTION INITIATIVES**

The United States should encourage and support the growing involvement of multilateral organizations in anticipating and forestalling sources of instability and conflict before they erupt. This approach has been evident in the work of the OECD’s Development Assistance Committee, as well as within the leading IFIs as they increasingly make their guidance and assistance programming more sensitive to such dangers. The World Bank’s 2011 World Development Report argues that this reorientation must go further and lays out a comprehensive set of
recommendations for refocusing assistance to be more responsive in crisis situations. Using its influence within the bank, the United States should support this and similar efforts at the IMF.

Closer U.S.-EU coordination of conflict prevention–related foreign assistance should also be pursued. The United States and the EU provide a huge proportion of OECD development aid yet do not adequately coordinate programs with respect to the specific goal of crisis prevention. The annual U.S.-EU summit is a logical opportunity to take collective stock of such short-term assistance needs that can then be pursued through the existing U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) mission to the EU and the EU delegation to the United States. Similar initiatives to avoid duplication or working at cross-purposes should be pursued with donors at other multilateral organizations as well.

Another objective should be to improve cooperation between the United States and the UN. First, the United States should help the UN and leading regional institutions carry out early warning and analysis of instability and potential armed conflicts. The United States has the most comprehensive intelligence collection and analysis system in the world. Using only open-source intelligence, the U.S. intelligence community should collaborate—in particular with the EU—in producing assessments of areas of potential instability to prioritize policymakers’ near-term contingency planning. In addition, the State Department’s Bureau of Intelligence and Research Humanitarian Information Unit should share its open-source conflict maps and socioeconomic reporting with early-warning units at the OSCE, AU, and OAS. Finally, despite calls for greater UN–regional organization cooperation, early-warning staffs at the UN and within these organizations note that there is no formal sharing of information, even for joint political or peacekeeping missions. Where possible, the United States should fund linkages in collecting information and sharing early-warning analyses.

On a diplomatic level, the United States should continue to increase its representation at major regional organizations, specifically in the AU and African regional economic communities. It was only in 2009 and 2011, respectively, that the State Department sent its first resident ambassadors to the AU and ASEAN. Only through presence within the secretariats of these organizations can the United States appreciate their concerns, influence day-to-day activities, and help shape work plans. It is also much easier to respond in a timely manner when more
substantial diplomatic, humanitarian, and even military support is required.

Finally, and most important, the United States should increase its financial assistance to the UN and regional organizations for activities that help avert conflict. The United States already provides significant support to international organizations, funding 22 percent of the UN and 60 percent of the OAS regular budgets. Regular budgets, however, are hostage to maintaining the existing and underperforming infrastructure of most organizations. Small voluntary contributions, however, can support specific preventive programs—such as the $2 million that created the UN’s special representative on sexual violence and conflict in 2010—and come with more rigorous oversight. Congress should provide voluntary funding on a competitive basis to international organizations through the State Department’s international affairs budget. A competitive pool of $50 million to $100 million would have a direct and immediate impact on enhancing preventive capacity within each of the organizations described earlier. Metrics for assessing voluntary funding should include the absorptive capacity of the organization to effectively utilize it and the prioritization scheme also described. The competitive bidding system utilized by the independent and broadly popular Millennium Challenge Corporation is one model.

An obvious candidate for targeted voluntary contributions is the conflict prevention work of the Department of Political Affairs at the UN. Its request for greater funding between 2011 and 2013 is modest, but it could yield high returns for the United States. Similar efforts to support electoral assistance programs at the UN and major regional organizations fall into the same category.

GLOBAL CONFLICT MITIGATION INITIATIVES

The United States can contribute to the international mitigation of conflict in two ways: by enhancing relevant organizations’ capacity to respond promptly to crises and by providing timely operational support to these organizations during crises. With regard to the first category of initiatives, the United States should help the UN (principally DPA) and regional organizations improve their ability to augment field missions or mount new operations (fact-finding missions, commissions of inquiry, mediation support) at short notice. This can
be achieved through targeted voluntary contributions of the kind outlined earlier.

Although authorization for deployments of military and police forces during crises remains challenging, the Libyan intervention demonstrates that it remains a viable preventive option. Moreover, the pressure to use force preventively with international sanctions could grow as norms evolve. Rather than openly enhance the international capacity for such missions, which would meet international resistance, the United States should instead continue to augment more traditional peacekeeping capacity that by nature can be easily used in a preventive context. Various programs already exist to do this but more can be reoriented, particularly toward training and equipping. Just by releasing nonlethal Pentagon stockpiles, the United States could fill critical equipment needs for armored personnel carriers, utility helicopters, and aerial reconnaissance, which have been missing from the UN/AU mission in Darfur for five years. Again, greater cooperation with the EU and NATO on this issue should be pursued.

With regard to the second category of assistance, the United States should enhance its readiness to contribute support in emergency situations. Congress should authorize the Obama administration’s proposed $50 million Global Security Contingency Fund, which would be operated by a joint State Department, USAID, and Department of Defense staff, to disburse rapid security assistance funding in the face of unforeseen emergent challenges. The U.S. intelligence community should also increase the intelligence it shares with the UN regarding threats to deployed peacekeepers and staff. UN Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO) officials have noted that such threat intelligence was “too late, too vague, and too ad-hoc” for adequate warning. There needs to be an institutionalized U.S.-DPKO mechanism for sharing more descriptive intelligence at an earlier stage. One possibility is for the director of national intelligence to designate a U.S. military official, who is presently seconded to serve at the UN, as the conduit for intelligence sharing with DPKO.
Conclusion

These various recommendations to enhance the architecture of formal international institutions for preventive action represent an ambitious agenda. As such, they cannot possibly be accomplished quickly. A sustained commitment will therefore be necessary to achieve the anticipated benefits. This will not be easy, given the prevailing doubts about the role of many international organizations that will likely grow more acute as Washington looks to tighten its belt. Overcoming this skepticism will require continued advocacy at the highest levels of the U.S. government. It will also require similar commitments from other leading players in the international community in order to avoid perceptions that the United States bears this burden alone. While difficult, it is important that the Obama administration and Congress adopt these recommendations to avoid further commitment of military forces, financial and humanitarian aid, and diplomatic attention to violent conflict and instability in regions that directly affect U.S. interests but are rarely effectively resolved.
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